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SCHEDULE

 Interactive games

 Sequential games

 Advanced Topics

 Frontiers



FRONTIERS

1. Negative payoffs

2. Setting up a new lab

3. Troubleshooting

4. Internet experiments



NEGATIVE PAYOFFS

 After a session participants should not owe money to the experimenter

 z-Tree has many controls that prevent that from happening

 If Profits goes negative they can be primarily covered with:

 Profits from previous periods

 Lump sum payments

 Show-up fee   



NEGATIVE PAYOFFS

 z-Tree will first try to pay negative payoffs with earnings from previous periods

 If participants run out profits they can still use their lump sum payment, if added

 If that is not enough, participants will be asked to use the show-up fee

 Go to General Parameters and select Bankruptcy rules…

 What if the money from the show-up fee also runs out?



NEGATIVE PAYOFFS

 Poor participants receive the message:

“You have made losses. Would you like to go on?”

 Go to Run  Clients Table & Session Table

 Find the participant in disgrace and double click on its state

 The most frequent procedure is to select Subject can continue and add some credit



SETTING UP A NEW LAB

 Sometimes we want to run experiments outside our own lab



SETTING UP A NEW LAB

 If you have a file server you could simply put z-Tree and z-Leaf in a shared folder

 z-Tree and z-Leafs can also work remotely

 All we need to know is the ip of the computer running z-Tree

 You can get each of the computers’ ip addresses in the lab by googling “my ip”

 Here, when creating the shortcuts to z-Leafs you’d go to Target and add: 

/server 130.132.173.196

 Test it! 



TROUBLESHOOTING

 It’s a good practice to always monitor the Clients Table during a session

 It also helps to have a back-up client computer ready

 If s a z-Leaf disconnects (e.g. loose cable) it will show the client under parenthesis

 Check the client’s connection and restart z-Leaf



TROUBLESHOOTING

 If restarting does not work, start z-Leaf in the back-up computer

 In the Clients Table drag and drop the new client into the old broken one 



TROUBLESHOOTING

 It could also happen that an error gets a client stuck in a particular stage

 Select the state cell of the troubled client and select Run  Leave Stage



TROUBLESHOOTING

 If you realize that something is wrong and wish to cancel the session as soon as possible

 You can pause the clock by selecting Run  Stop the Clock (Restart the Clock)

 This is useful when announcing that the session will stop after the current period

 Highlight all the state cells and select Treatment  Stop after this Period



TROUBLESHOOTING

 If z-Tree disconnects z-Leafs will freeze

 Restart z-Tree

 Open the client’s table

 Select Run  Restart all clients (will blank z-Leafs)

 Select Run  Restore Client Order (sets z-Leafs ready)

 Reload data with Run  Reload Database (created/updated when Period finishes)



TROUBLESHOOTING

 Open Subjects Table and check how many periods have been played (n)

 If blank, open xls file and check current status

 Open treatment and in general parameters set Practice rounds to –n

 Select Run  Start Treatment

 z-Leafs will resume right from the period it froze (decision might need to be 
reentered)

 Output will be split into two files



INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

 Although z-Leafs can connect remotely some users will simply not want to install it

 New alternatives have appeared recently that work on the user’s browser

 oTree

 SoPHIE

 BreadBoard

 MobLab

 UbiquityLab

 Today we’ll look at Lioness

Live Online Experiment’s Server Software 

Open-source

Browser-based

Modular

Flexible

No installation

http://www.arechar.com/lioness


INTERNET EXPERIMENTS



INTERNET EXPERIMENTS



INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

 Challenges for online interactive experiments:

 Recruitment

 Session start-up

 Interaction

 Payment



INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

 Illustration: Public goods game with and without punishment



INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

 Patterns of cooperation: Aggregate dynamics are similar!
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INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

 Gaps between the decision-making lab and the online world can be bridged

 Promising set of tools to help online behavioral research reach its full potential


